Strengthen Writing & Thinking Through Show Call

4 WAYS TO BUILD LEARNING AND CONTENT MASTERY

1.) MOTIVATE STUDENTS TO GO ABOVE AND BEYOND.
If you use Show Call to reinforce when a student produces a work of particular quality, it can encourage students to stretch outside their comfort zone.

http://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/one-more-clip-for-show-call-week/

2.) HELP STUDENTS REFINE THEIR ANSWER.
Show Call can provide an opportunity for students to complete a partial understanding or revise a not fully thought through answer. Engaging the entire class in this exercise can be particularly fruitful.


3.) CELEBRATE THE MISTAKES.
Show Call can also be used to encourage students taking risks, even if the answer is incorrect, by turning mistakes into positive teachable moments.

http://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/sensible-tiac-wisdom-mr-wj/

4.) DEVELOP CRITICAL THINKING.
Use Show Call to have students analyze what is working with their peer’s written work, and then use that example to refine their own thoughts.

http://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/clip-week-courtney-betars-show-call/
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